Survey to check togetherness among Indians

Unity in Diversity

1. What do you think is the most promising feature of "We the Indians"?
   - On Language and Culture
   - Our Food and Lifestyle
   - Our Peace loving nature

2. Which of the following status is of utmost importance to you?
   - Living in a family
   - Association with community or workplace
   - Being Indian First

3. What disturbs you the most in your country?
   - Fights over religion
   - Poverty and ignorance
   - Turbulence over caste and creed

4. What is one value that is very important to you in life?
   - Survival of the fittest
   - Winning irrespective of all odds
   - Peace and Harmony

5. What do you understand by the word "Togetherness"?
   - Living together physically
   - Sharing joy and adversity equally
   - Helping each other in times of need

6. What do you think can bring about peace and togetherness?
   - Ignoring the boundaries of nations
   - Positive thought movements
   - Following one religion and speaking the same language